


AAAA    qqqquuuuiiiicccckkkk    nnnnooootttteeee……………………………………………………....
This series of pictures is designed to show some of the basic hand tools
used in professional leather working. This is by no means a complete
list, but it’s for the person who wants to see a picture of the tool and its
name. The uses are not given nor is any other information. This is
strictly a pictorial reference.

The tools shown are a good beginner’s kit of professional grade tools
that will carry him/her into advanced work. Most tool lists for beginners
are so oversimplified so as to limit what the craftsman can do with
them. This tool selection is designed to let beginners grow into fairly
accomplished craftsmen.

There is always one more tool to buy to make a particular task more
efficient and tool catalogs are loaded with them. If you get the tools
shown here, continue to buy professional grade tools to be able to
continue to do advanced work. At this level, you will not get the results
you desire with hobby grade tools. That said, bear in mind that in some
instances, the only tool of its kind may be a hobby grade tool and some
of them do work reasonably well for their intended purpose.

However, when it comes to anything that cuts leather, it must be
maintained in a razor sharp condition. Only high quality steel will hold
an edge to allow you to do the work. Many times the quality of steel is
the only difference between hobby grade tools and professional grade.

Make sure the tools fit your hand size correctly. Otherwise you’ll never
get to first base, no matter how good the tool is. A tool is an extension of
your fingers, so keep the tool length just a bit longer than your
fingertips for best control.

Happy leatherworking,
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